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Abstract

Though the Slovenian SpeechDat(II) database is the largest
spoken language resources for Slovenian ever recorded, it
belongs to the smaller speech data collections made available
by the European LE2-4001 project
(http://www.speechdat.org/). The aim of this paper is to
analyze this new Slovenian resource and explore the
possibilities of supplementing it with data recorded for other
languages. The donor languages being considered are English,
German, and Danish. For each of these languages four time as
much speech data has been recorded (4000 speakers
compared to the Slovenian 1000 speaker database). Our
purely data-driven cross language tests show that serious
problems are involved when porting data across languages.
The problems are partly due to differences in the recording
conditions (telephone line noise). Other problems can be
explained by the different phonological structures of the
analyzed languages.

1. Introduction

Main motivation for research in the area of multilingual
speech recognition in this paper is to analyze for similarities
between one of the largest Slovenian standardized spoken
language database and its English, German and Danish
SpeechDat(II) counterparts. Aim of the analysis is to address
portability issues in acoustic model training of speech
recognition technology for under-resourced target languages.

Section 2. describes the structure of the Slovenian
SpeechDat(II) database. Sections 3 and 4 present standard
training and testing procedures for Slovenian models using
the SpeechDat(II). Section 5 describes modifications to the
standard procedures that are necessary for testing on
monophones. Section 6 presents selected results from testing
the monophone-based systems using Slovenian, English,
German and Danish models on Slovenian speech data.

2. SpeechDat(II) Database for the Slovenian
Language

The SpeechDat(II) project resulted in total of 28 databases
that were recorded for eleven European languages, including
some dialects and less prevalent  languages [3]. 20 databases
were recorded over the fixed telephone network (FDB), 5
databases over the mobile network (MDB) and 3 databases
were designed for speaker verification over the telephone
lines (SDB).

The SpeechDat(II) database for Slovenian language was
recorded by the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Informatics

and Computes Science, University in Maribor in cooperation
with the Slovenian Post as part of the EU project MLAP LE2
- 4001 SpeechDat. Though only quarter the size of e.g. the
English SpeechDat(II), this database is one of the largest
Slovenian spoken language resources recorded to date. Other
Slovenian databases are described in [2]. The SpeechDat(II)
for Slovenian consist of data from 1000 speakers recorded
over the fixed telephone network. Selection of speakers was
made using the following general criteria:

•  gender: 50 % male and 50% female

•  age: min. 20% 16-30 years, min. 20% 31-45 years, min.
15% 46-60 years.

•  region: all accent regions covered proportionally

The Slovenian SpeechDat(II) consists of 43 utterances per
speaker. All utterances are transcribed using an automatic
phonetic transcription procedure. Table 1 shows utterance
description and number utterances per call in this database.

Special attention in the SpeechDat(II) acquisition was put
on modeling non-speech acoustic events. Four categories have
been defined:
•  Filled pauses [fil] and hesitations (uh, mm, ah, etc).

•  Speaker noise [spk] like cough, tongue click, laugh, etc.

•  Intermittent noise [int]. These noises were not generated
by the speaker. Examples are door slams, phone ringing,
background speech, etc.

•  Stationary noise [sta]. This is noise that is not produced
by a speaker and is not intermittent.

Table 1:Slovenian SpeechDat(II) database contents.
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3. Training of the Slovenian models

All experiments were conducted at the Center for Person-
Kommunikation, Institute of Electronic Systems, Aalborg
University, Denmark. Training and testing methodologies for
the Slovenian language were initially based on the COST 249
SpeechDat2 reference recogniser [4], which represents an
example of a fully automatic language-independent training
procedure. Scripts use the HTK toolkit [1] and were specially
targeted towards experiments on the SpeechDat(II) databases.
In our experiments, the base-line recogniser has served as
reference recognition system in the multilingual research
environment.

Training was performed on 800 out of total 1000 speakers
of the Slovenian SpeechDat(II) database. The training script
and additional tools were built to handle special events
marked in the SpeechDat(II) annotation process. This special
events represent truncated recordings (~), mispronunciations
(*), unintelligible speech (**), and phonetic letter
pronunciations (/ /).

The training started on flat prototypes, designed as
context-independent single Gaussian monophones. These
models are first re-estimated using the Baum-Welch
algorithm and the SpeechDat(II) subcorpus, labelled in the
database as S1-S9. This corpus was chosen to reduce
problems with unlabelled silence between words. Viterbi
alignment was employed to eliminate error annotations. The
initial monophones were then split and re-estimated into 2, 4,
8, 16, 32 Gaussian mixture monophones. Subsequently,
triphone models were built, though the experiments reported
below has only employed the most accurate monophone
models with 32 mixtures.

4. Standard testing

The standard testing methodology consisting of six different
recognition tasks is very well defined in the SpeechDat(II)
project. These tasks, labeled by the SpeechDat(II) database
test codes and the corresponding training procedures, are
jointly shown in the Table 2.

Table 2:Recognition tasks and procedures.

The procedures are SVIP (Small Vocabulary Isolated
Phrase), SVWL (Small Vocabulary Word Loop) and MVIP
(Medium Vocabulary Isolated Phrase). The differences in
procedures devised for each specific recognition task are
minor (ie. the use of different, but very similar additional
tools).

Dictionaries and language models are built during the
testing procedure. Recognition results on word-level are
scored using the US NIST standard scoring procedure.
Results for the Slovenian triphone models tied_32_2 models
are shown in the Table 3.

Table 3: Results for triphone models tied 32_2.

Training and testing procedures and testing results from other
institutes on the SpeechDat(II) are available on the web site
[6].

5. Testing on monophones

The experimental core of our task was to modify the standard
testing procedure to work on phone-level instead of word-
level. The goal was to compute confusion matrices to be
analyzed for confusability of monophones within the
Slovenian language as well as across languages (using
Slovenian, English, German, and Danish monophone models
on Slovenian speech data).

5.1. Experiments with loop grammar

Initial experiments with a loop grammar were made making
only small changes to the standard recognition procedure
SVIP. However, testing was performed on the entire test set,
omitting the step of extracting files based on a selected corpus
code. As pseudo vocabulary, the list of monophones from the
training part was used. Further, syntactic phonotactic
constraints were avoided by means of a loop grammar (no-
gram) allowing HVite to recognise any sequence of phones.
The loop grammar lattice is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Lattice using the loop grammar.

The end results are obtained from a confusion matrix
indicating how many times the various phone segments have
been recognized by a particular trained monophone model.
The matrix was generated with the HTK scoring tool
(HResults) using a monophone based Master Label File
(MLF) derived from the word-based counterpart.

Selected results from three Slovenian vowels and three
consonants are given in Table 4. In order to make the results
more readable each monophone was ordered form the most
frequently to the least frequently recognised.

Similar confusion matrices have been generated using
English, German, and Danish monophone models on the
Slovenian speech data. However, the major difficulty during
the described testing procedure is a large number of deletions
and insertions. The cause of this problem resides in the poor
alignment due to the use of loop grammar for building the
recognition lattice.
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Table 4: Evaluation of results for within Slovenian language
experiments using all utterances.
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5.2. Experiments using more restricted grammars

In order to reduce the number of deletions and insertions we
decided to do preliminary testing on selected testing
utterances, i.e., using only words with a fixed number of
monophones. Table 5 shows the selected words and number
of such utterances used in testing.

Table 5: Selected utterances according to the number of
phonemes in the utterance.

Two additional steps for testing the selected utterances are
needed. The first step represents splitting the utterances into
words that are used as temporary vocabulary. The next step is
extracting words with pre-defined number of monophones.
The list of these utterances is used as vocabulary in the
recognition task with the HVite tool.

Besides these modifications we had to change the
recognition lattice from the loop grammar to the grammar
with predefined number of monophones. In this case seven
additional tools were made for building lattices that had from
four to ten monophones. Figure 2 shows an example lattice
for four monophone length utterances.

Figure 2: Lattice for four monophone length utterances.

Recognition and scoring procedure remained the same as
before. Results for this second testing methodology are also
obtained from the confusion matrix. Results for within
Slovenian language experiments for the same  three vowels
and consonants as shown in the previous testing are given in
Table 6.

Table 6: Evaluation of results within Slovenian language on
selected testing utterances.
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When comparing results in Table 4 and Table 6, it is clear that
the results in general are more consistent in the latter case.
Moreover, the percentage of deletions and insertions
decreased significantly.

6. Cross Language Experiments

The cross-language language experiments were based on the
settings reported in section 5.2. The aim of these experiments
were to explore portability issues in acoustic model training
of Slovenian with additional data from English, German,
Danish, or other languages with rich speech resources.

We tested on the Slovenian SpeechDat(II) using already
pre-trained English, German, Danish monophone models.
Evaluations of results for the same three vowels and three
consonants as in within language testing are shown in Tables
7,  8 and 9.

Table 7: Evaluation of results for cross language testing
(Slovenian-English) on selected utterances.
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Table 8: Evaluation of results for cross language testing
(Slovenian-German) on selected utterances.

  

D� V D, D ILO I 7RWDO

D� ��� �� �� �� �� �� ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

'HO L� V (� H� I 7RWDO

L� �� �� �� �� �� �� ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ������ ����� ����� ����� �����
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X� �� �� � � � � ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

'HO V RH Y G H� 7RWDO

E �� �� �� �� �� �� ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

W6 V H� 6 'HO I 7RWDO

W6 ��� �� �� �� �� �� ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ������ ����� ����� ����� �����
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N ��� �� �� �� �� �� ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

Table 9: Evaluation of results for cross language testing
(Slovenian-Danish) on selected utterances.

      

$ V K RH4 $M I 7RWDO

D� �� �� �� �� �� �� ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

V H RX I \ 'HO 7RWDO

L� �� �� �� �� �� �� ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

\ V RH4 (� D HK 7RWDO

X� �� � � � � � ���

� H[FKDQJHG ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

V Y I RH4 O $ 7RWDO

E �� �� �� �� �� �� ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

V W 'HO $M H� HK 7RWDO

W6 �� �� �� �� �� �� ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

V N I $ 'HO J 7RWDO

N ��� �� �� �� �� �� ���

� H[FKDQJHG ������ ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

As we can observe in the Tables 7, 8 and 9 we face the
problem of the model s. It appears to be a good model for all
the monophones. We belive that the biggest problems are in
the nature of the SpeechDat(II), i.e., the database contains the
telephone line speech including lots of noise; and the still
insufficiently elaborate testing alignment procedure. A further
problem lies in the fact that for certain Slovenian phones there
are no obvious counterparts in the donor-languages. From
phonology (most notably R. Jacobsens studies in the fourties
and fifties) we know that phonemic oppositions universally
are organized in a hierarchy depicting their distribution across
languages. This could indicate that the problems can only be
solved by increasing the number of donor-languages.

7. Conclusions

Our within-language experiments showed that we can get
quite good overall results (Table 3), yet immediately when we
extend testing towards the cross-language experiments, some
serious problem preclude recognition of Slovenian
monophones using the cross-language models.

The first obvious step to improve the results (for both,
within and cross language testing) is to apply the noise

reduction and channel compensation preprocessing techniques
to the SpeechDat(II) database.

The second approach to potentially improve results
represents the use of a forced alignment technique during
testing. Unfortunately, considerable problem is the required
time, which we estimate to result in several weeks in case of
retraining the system and using all the SpeechDat(II)
utterances for testing.

In conclusion, our within-language experimental results
(Table 3) compare favorably with [6]. We also identified main
problems in cross-language experiments and proposed
solutions highly relevant for less prevalent languages.
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